
With a sigh of relief, staff from PCWP learned that 
“Lilly” an Invasive Weed Detection Dog from 

Working Dogs for Conservation confirmed there were no 
new Dyer's woad plants at a previous known location in the 
Shoshone National Forest.  Aimee Hurt and her co-worker 
Lilly from the Working Dogs for Conservation (a non‐profit 
organization based out of Missoula, MT. ) were here in 
Park County to perform a survey for PCWP.  Their dogs 
are trained to perform a variety of services geared towards 
conservation including searching for rare plants and animals 
to assisting in the eradication of invasive plant species.
In 2011. Josh Shorb found a single mature plant growing 
along side of the Northfork Hwy. Subsequent surveys noted 
one additional plant the following year. As with any invasive 
species, early detection is a key component in our ability to 
eradicate these insidious species.  Locating infestations when 
they are small allows us to execute a rapid response saving 
not only the natural resource but also time and money as the 
costs for controlling widespread weed species can run into 
tens of thousands of dollars annually.  
Depending on the reproductive system of the invasive weed, 
we may be able to use mechanical methods to eliminate 
them.   However; many times, the species located may be 
one that our best tool may be the use of a selective herbicide.  
In the long run, the harm to our native lands and natural 
resources from allowing these species to proliferate and 
decrease the diversity of our native plant community, is far 
more detrimental than using a small amount of a specialty 
herbicide on a few individual plants.  

As the case of the Dyer’s woad on the Shoshone Forest, we 
were fortunate to have been able to just pull the 2 plants 
as the creeping root system had not fully developed.  We 
sincerely hope that the 2 plants that we found were an 
isolated occurrence!  It is so important for people to report 
any suspicious looking plants when they first see them.  Park 
County has 4.5 million acres of which 83% or about 3.5 
million acres is public land!  Contrary to belief, PCWP staff 
does not know where all the weeds are! 

Weed Detection Dog Finds NO New Woad!

Aimee Hurt and Lilly search an area in the Shoshone 
National Forest for Dyer’s woad, an invasive species 

from Europe, Asia, and Africa This unpalatable plant 
lowers forage value,impacting crop and range quality in 
many western states.  Lucky for us Lilly found no new 

Dyer’s woad at this location! 

A mature Dyer’s woad plant.  Note the deep purple seeds. 
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Lilly enjoying time with her ball.  Her “reward” of choice 
she receives for her hard work.

For more information about the great work being done 
by Working Dogs for Conservation, visit their website at 

http://workingdogsforconservation.org/ 
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